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a b s t r a c t
The Optical Multi-Trees (OMULT) is an interconnection network proposed by Sinha and
Bandyopadhyay [B.P. Sinha, S. Bandyopadhyay, OMULT: An optical interconnection system
for parallel computing, Lecture notes in Computer Science 3149 (2004) 302–312], for
optoelectronic parallel computers. Various algorithms includingmatrixmultiplication, DFT
computation, sorting, prefix sum have been successfully mapped on this architecture. In
this paper, we develop efficient parallel algorithms for some commonly used permutations
namely, bit reversal, vector reversal, perfect shuffle, unshuffle and transpose on the OMULT
network. Our algorithm for bit reversal permutation requires 8 log n electronic moves +7
optical moves for n2 data elements and O(n) electronic moves +3 optical moves for n3
data elements; the vector reversal for n3 data elements requires 3g(n) electronic moves
+4 optical moves, where g(n) is the time for local vector reversal on n data elements; the
perfect shuffle for n3 data elements requires (3f (n)+8) electronicmoves+8 opticalmoves,
where f (n) is the time for local perfect shuffle on n data elements, and the transpose for n3
data elements runs in at most three optical moves, all using 2n3–n2 processors.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Bandwidth limitation of electronic interconnects has lead to the exploration of optics as an alternativewhich is capable of
providing inherent parallelism, high interconnectivity and larger bandwidth. It iswell known thatwhen the connect distance
between processors exceeds a few millimeters, optical interconnects provide power, speed and bandwidth advantages
over electronics [2,3]. On the other hand, electronic interconnects is more suitable if the connect distance is up to a few
millimeters. Therefore, in the physical implementation of a very powerful parallel processing systems, communication
among the closer processors is realized by electronic links and that among the far processors are realized by optical links.
Based on this idea, optoelectronic parallel computers have emerged. Optical Transpose Interconnection System (OTIS)
proposed by Marsden et al. [4], is an example of such systems in which n2 processors are grouped into n groups. The
processors within each group are connected by electronic links, while the processors of two different groups are connected
by optical links. Depending on the interconnection pattern among the processors within each group, several models
have been proposed. OTIS-Mesh, OTIS-hypercube, OTIS-Mesh of trees [5,6] are some examples of this kind. In the recent
years, there is a growing awareness to achieve high performance computing through OTIS. Parallel algorithms for various
computations including image processing [7], matrixmultiplication [8], polynomial interpolation and root finding [9], prefix
computation [10], sorting [11], randomized algorithms [12], basic operations have been developed on these architectures.
In [1], Sinha et al. proposed a new model of optoelectronic parallel computers called Optical Multi-Trees (OMULT). The
network has a total of N = (2n3− n2) nodes that are organized into n2 complete binary trees. This network differs from the
OTIS in the following ways. In OTIS, all the processors of two different groups are connected by optical links following the
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Fig. 1. 4× 4 modified optical multi-trees.
transpose rule, whereas in OMULT, optical links are used mainly for the leaf processors of different groups. The diameter
of this network is 6 log n + 2. Having lesser diameter, several parallel algorithms [1,13] including summation, prefix sum,
matrix multiplication, DFT computation, sorting have been shown to map in less time than the OTIS architecture.
In this paper, we further study the OMULT network to develop efficient algorithms for the following permutations,
namely bit reversal, vector reversal, perfect shuffle, unshuffle and transpose, all using 2n3–n2 processors. These permutations
aremembers of the BPC (bit permute complement) permutations, which have been extensively studied in [14–16]. The data
movements following these permutations are frequently used in a number of applications. For examples, a large variety of
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms [17–21] exist, the efficiency of which depends on the bit reversal permutation for
reordering the input or output data. Perfect shuffle is extensively used for polynomial evaluation [22], sorting [23], matrix
transpose [18].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe in Section 2, the topology of the OMULT network. Section 3
presents the proposed algorithms for the above permutations and the Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Topology of OMULT network
An n× n OMULT network consists of n2 groups organized into an nxnmatrix. Each group is basically a complete binary
tree with n leaf nodes and n − 1 internal nodes. Therefore there are n2 (2n − 1) processors in total over the whole OMULT
architecture. As an example, the 4×4 OMULT network is shown in Fig. 1 in which optical links are shown by horizontal and
vertical lines. Let Ti,j, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, denote the tree (group) placed in the ith row and jth column of the OMULT matrix. In
each tree, we label the leaf nodes with integers from 0 to n− 1 in left to right fashion. Then the processor placed in the kth
node of the tree Ti,j is denoted by P(i, j, k), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
We use two types of links between processors. The processorswithin each tree are interconnected by the usual electronic
links. The leaf processors of different trees are interconnected by optical links described as follows.
(1) Processor P(i, j, k), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 is connected to processor P(i, k, j) by a bi-directional optical
link. These links will be known as horizontal optical links and the data movement following this link will be termed as
horizontal optical move.
(2) Processor P(i, j, k), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, is connected to processor P(k, j, i) by a bi-directional optical link.
These links will be known as vertical optical links and the data movement following this link will be termed as vertical
optical move.
For the sake of simplicity, and efficient mapping of the proposed algorithms, we discard the following link from the
original OMULT network.
(3) For i = k and/or j = k, processor P(i, j, k), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, is connected to processor P(i, j, 2n− 1) by
a bi-directional optical link.
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Fig. 2. Data placement after step 1.
The electronic and optical links can be essentially differentiated as follows: (i) optical links have amuch larger bandwidth
than electronic links and (ii) transfer times including latency are different along optical and electronic links [24]. During the
complexity analysis of our proposed algorithms, data movement along the electronic links and the optical links are counted
separately as electronic moves and optical moves respectively.
3. Proposed algorithms
3.1. Bit reversal
Let D[0, 1, . . . ,m − 1] be a linear array where m = 2k for some integer k ≥ 0. If we represent each index i as k-bit
binary notation i = bk−1bk−2 · · · b2b1b0, where i = ∑k−1j=0 bj2j then we define the bit reverse by BR(bk−1bk−2 · · · b2b1b0) =
b0b1b2 · · · bk−2bk−1; in other words, BR(i) = ∑k−1j=0 bk−j−12j. For example if m = 16, then BR(11) = 13, since the 4-bit
representation of 11 is 1011, whose bit reverse gives 1101, the 4-bit representation of 13. Then the bit reversal permutation
can be defined as an operation that swaps data elements whose indices in binary representations are bit reverse of each
other [25].
We first present two parallel algorithms, namely BRO_n and TREE-EXCHANGE, which will be used to develop the parallel
algorithm for bit reversal permutation of n2 data points. At the end of this section, we finally present a parallel algorithm
for bit reversal permutation of n3 data points.
Algorithm BRO_ n:
/* Given n data points, this algorithm performs bit reversal permutation of these data. For simplicity and without
any loss of generality, we assume that the n data points d0, d1, . . . , dn−1 are initially stored in the leaf processors
P(0, 0, 0), P(0, 0, 1), . . . , P(0, 0, n − 1), respectively of the tree T00. The data after the bit reversal permutation will also
be stored in the leaf processors of the same tree, i.e., T00. */
Step 1: for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, do in parallel
P(0, j, 0)← P(0, 0, j);/* data dj now goes to the leaf node 0 of the tree T0j. */
Step 2: for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, broadcast dj to all leaf nodes in the tree T0j;
Step 3: for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, if (BR(j) = k) then
P(0, j, k)← P(0, k, j);
Step 4: for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, if (BR(j) = k) then
P(0, j, 0)← P(0, j, k);/* by broadcasting the data in P(0, j, k) to all leaf nodes in the tree T0j. */
Step 5: for all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,do in parallel
P(0, 0, j)← P(0, j, 0).
Time complexity: Each of the steps 1, 3 and 5 requires one optical move due to data communication over the horizontal
optical links and steps 2 and 4 each requires 2 log n electronic moves for data broadcasting in a tree of height log n. Hence,
the algorithm BRO_n requires 4 log n electronic moves+3 optical moves.
Example:We illustrate the above algorithm stepwise for n = 4 as follows. Let there be only 4 data points d0, d1, d2 and d3
initially stored in the leaf nodes of the tree T00 as shown in Fig. 2 (only the contents of the leaf nodes are shown). The data
index values 1 and 2 expressed in 2-bit binary are bit-reversed with respect to each other. Thus, the final data points after
BRO_nwill be in the order d0, d2, d1, d3 in the leaf nodes of the tree T00. After step 1, the data values are distributed as shown
in Fig. 2.
The results of the successive steps are shown in Fig. 3. The tree T00 finally contains the four data points in bit-reversed
order of their indexes after step 5 as shown in Fig. 3(d).
3.1.1. Bit reversal permutation of n2 data points
First, consider an example for n = 4. There will be 16 data points d0, d1, . . . , d15. The index values, after bit reversal will
be mapped as follows:
0→ 0 4→ 2 8→ 1 12→ 3
1→ 8 5→ 10 9→ 9 13→ 11
2→ 4 6→ 6 10→ 5 14→ 7
3→ 12 7→ 14 11→ 13 15→ 15.
We assume that the data points are initially stored in the leaf nodes of the 4 trees in the 0th column of the OMULT matrix,
i.e., trees T00, T10, T20, and T30 as shown in Fig. 4 in horizontal fashion instead of vertical fashion.
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(a) After step 2.
(b) After step 3 (data exchange along bi-directional optical links).
(c) After step 4.
(d) After step 5.
Fig. 3. Results of successive steps of BRO_n.
If each of the data values is then moved along the bi-directional vertical optical links among these four trees, the
distribution of data will then be as shown in Fig. 5.
Thus, we see that after one step of data exchanges along the vertical optical links, the data points are grouped in a specific
tree with successive gaps of index values equal to n (=4 here). This is one step forward towards bit reversal. However, these
are yet to be rearranged for bit-reversed ordering. Moreover, as we can see, we still need to exchange some groups among
these trees. For example, the desired grouping for bit-reversed order will be as follows (according to the required mapping
of index values shown in Fig. 5):
T00 : (0, 4, 8, 12)
T10 : (2, 6, 10, 14)
T20 : (1, 5, 9, 13)
T30 : (3, 7, 11, 15).
This can be achieved if we now exchange the groups of data between trees T10 and T20. Note that the row indices of these
trees, whose data values are to be exchanged, are again bit-reversed values of each other. Such exchanges can be performed
in O(log n) time (shown later). Oncewe can do this, the rest is to properly rearrange the data values in each group separately
following the algorithm BRO_n above, with the help of each row of trees in OMULT.
We now present the algorithm that exchanges the data between corresponding leaf processors of two trees say, Tj0 and
Tk0 in column 0.
Algorithm TREE_EXCHANGE (j, k):
Step 1: For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, do steps 1.1 and 1.2 in parallel
1.1 P(j, i, 0)← P(j, 0, i);
1.2 P(k, i, 0)← P(k, 0, i);
Step 2: For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, do in parallel
Broadcast the data received in step 1 to all the leaf processors of the corresponding trees Tj,i and Tk,i.
Step 3: For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, do in parallel
Exchange the data between the processors P(j, i, k) and P(k, i, j) using vertical optical links.
Step 4: For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, do in parallel
Broadcast the data received in step 3 to all the leaf processors of the corresponding trees Tj,i and Tk,i.
Step 5: For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, do steps 5.1 and 5.2 in parallel
5.1 P(j, 0, i)← P(j, i, 0);
5.2 P(k, 0, i)← P(k, i, 0);
Steps 1 and 5 each requires one optical move due to data communication over horizontal optical links, each of the steps
2 and 4 requires 2 log n electronic moves for broadcast and the step 3 is executed in a single data communication step
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Fig. 4. Initial distribution.
Fig. 5. After vertical data movement.
through vertical optical links requiring one optical move. Therefore the TREE_EXCHANGE requires 4 log n electronic moves
+3 optical moves. We now present the bit reversal algorithm for n2 data points as follows.
Algorithm BRO_ n2:
/* Initially the n2 data points d0, d1, . . . , dn2−1 are stored in the first column of trees, i.e., T00, T10, . . . , Tn−1,0 such that
the kth leaf processor of the tree Ti0 (i.e., the processor P(i, 0, k)) contains the data dr = dni+k. */
Step 1: Exchange the data values among the trees in the column 0 using the vertical optical links among these trees.
Step 2: For all j, k, 0 ≤ j, k ≤ n− 1, do in parallel.
If (BR(j) = k) then execute the algorithm TREE_EXCHANGE to exchange the group of data stored in the leaf nodes
of the tree Tj0 with those in the leaf nodes of the tree Tk0.
Step 3: For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, execute the algorithm BRO_n on the data values stored in the tree Ti0.
Time complexity: Step 1 requires one opticalmove for the data communication over the vertical optical links. Step 2 requires
4 log n electronic moves +3 optical moves due to TREE_EXCHANGE and step 3 also requires 4 log n electronic moves +3
optical moves due to BRO_n. Therefore, the algorithm BRO_n2 requires 8 log n electronic moves+7 optical moves in total.
Theorem 1. The algorithm BRO_ n2 correctly performs the bit reversal permutation of n2 data points.
Proof. Let n = 2m, and let us represent the index r of data dr by 2m binary bits as
r = b0b1 . . . bm−1 bmbm+1 . . . b2m−1.
Therefore, i = b0b1 . . . bm−1 and k = bmbm+1 . . . b2m−1.
Now, after exchange of data along the vertical optical links according to step 1 of the algorithm BRO_n2, the data value
dr = dni+k will move from the kth leaf node of the tree Ti0 to the ith leaf node of the tree Tk0. In other words, the data dr will
move to the initial location of data dr ′ ,where r ′ = nk+ i, i.e., the binary representation of r ′ is given by
r ′ = bmbm+1 . . . b2m−1 b0b1 . . . bm−1.
But, after bit reversal, the data dr should move to the initial location of data d′′r , where
r ′′ = b2m−1 . . . bm+1bm bm−1bm−2 . . . b0 = (bmbm+1 . . . b2m−1)BR(b0b1 . . . bm−1)BR,
in which (bmbm+1 . . . b2m−1)BR and (b0b1 . . . bm−1)BR are the bit-reversed values of the bit strings b2m−1 . . . bm+1bm and
bm−1bm−2 . . . b0, respectively. Step 2 of the algorithm BRO_n2 effects the movement of data along vertical direction so that
the data dr moves to the initial location of data dr∗ with bit reversal of the leftmostm bits of the index, i.e., r∗ is given by
r∗ = (bmbm+1 . . . b2m−1)BRb0b1 . . . bm−1.
Step 3 of the algorithm BRO_n2 finally moves the data with bit reversal of the rightmostm bits of the index, i.e., the data dr
would then move to the initial location of data d′′r . 
3.1.2. Bit reversal permutation on n3 data points
First we describe a procedure called local-bit-reversal, which uses only the local communication within a tree (group).
This procedure will be useful for developing the bit reversal algorithm on n3 data elements. Suppose eight data elements,
namely d0, d1, . . . , d7 are stored in the leaf processors of the tree Ti,j in the left to right fashion as shown in Fig. 6(a) such
that P(i, j, k) holds the element dk. Let k2k1k0 be the binary representation of the index k. Then after local bit reversal, the
element dk will be stored in P(i, j, k0k1k2) as shown in Fig. 6(b). This local bit reversal can be achieved in linear time, using
a clever amortized scheme as shown in Exercise 18-1 in [25].
Algorithm BRO_ n3:
/* We assume that the n3 data points d0, d1, . . . , dn3−1 are initially stored in the kth leaf node of the tree Ti,j such that the
processor P(i, j, k) contains the data dn2 i+nj+k. */
Step 1. Perform local bit-reversal-on each tree (group).
Step 2. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
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(a) Data initially stored. (b) After local bit reversal.
Fig. 6. Local-bit-reversal.
Step 3. Perform local-bit-reversal on each tree.
Step 4. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
Step 5. Perform local-bit-reversal on each tree.
Step 6. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
Theorem 2. Algorithm BRO_n3 correctly permutes the n3 data points in bit-reversed order.
Proof. Let the indices i, j, k of the processor P(i, j, k) be represented in bit forms as ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0 and
kp−1kp−2 . . . k1k0 respectively, where p = log n and n is a power of 2. Then the data movements on the successive steps take
place as follows:
P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, kp−1kp−2. . . k1k0)
following step 1−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1)
P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1)
following step 2−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0)
P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0)
following step 3−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1)
P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1)
following step 4−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0)
P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0)
following step 5−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1, j0j1 . . . jp−2jp−1)
P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1, j0j1 . . . jp−2jp−1)
following step 6−−−−−−−−−−−→ P(k0k1. . . kp−2kp−1, j0j1 . . . jp−2jp−1, i0i1 . . . ip−2ip−1).
Hence the proof. 
Time complexity: Each of the steps 1, 3 and 5 of the algorithm BRO_n3 requires O(n) electronic moves and the rest of the
steps require three optical moves. Therefore the above algorithm requires O(n) electronic moves+3 optical moves.
3.2. Vector reversal
If bm−1bm−2 . . . b1b0 is the bit representation of the index of the source processor, vector reversal sends the data from this
source to the destination processorwhose index is b¯m−1b¯m−2 · · · b¯1b¯0 where b¯i denotes the complement of bi, 0 ≤ i ≤ m−1.
In the following algorithmnamely, VRO_n3, we use local vector reversal that performs vector reversal locally, i.e, within each
group (tree) that uses only electronic links of the group.
Algorithm VRO_ n3:
/* We assume that the n3 data points d0, d1, . . . , dn3−1 are initially stored in the kth leaf node of the tree Ti,j such that the
processor P(i, j, k) contains the data dn2 i+nj+k. */
Step 1. Perform local vector reversal on each group.
Step 2. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
Step 3. Perform local vector reversal on each group.
Step 4. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
Step 5. Perform local vector reversal on each tree.
Step 6. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
Step 7. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
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Theorem 3. Algorithm VRO_n3 correctly performs the vector reversal of n3 data elements.
Proof. Similar to the proof of the algorithmBRO-n3, let the indices i, j, k of the processor P(i, j, k) be represented in bit forms
as ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0 and kp−1 kp−2 . . . k1k0 respectively, where p = log n and n is a power of 2. Then the data
movements take place successively as follows:
P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, kp−1kp−2. . . k1k0)
Step 1−−−−→ P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0)
P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0) Step 2−−−−→ P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0)
P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, jp−1jp−2 . . . j1j0) Step 3−−−−→ P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0)
P(ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0) Step 4−−−−→ P(j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0)
P(j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, ip−1ip−2 . . . i1i0) Step 5−−−−→ P(j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, i¯p−1 i¯p−2 · · · i¯1 i¯0)
P(j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, i¯p−1 i¯p−2 · · · i¯1 i¯0) Step 6−−−−→ P(i¯p−1 i¯p−2 · · · i¯1 i¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0)
P(i¯p−1 i¯p−2 · · · i¯1 i¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0, j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0) Step 7−−−−→ P(i¯p−1 i¯p−2 · · · i¯1 i¯0, j¯p−1 j¯p−2 · · · j¯1 j¯0, k¯p−1k¯p−2 · · · k¯1k¯0).
Hence the proof. 
Time complexity: The steps 1, 3 and 5, each requires one local vector reversal on a tree and each of the steps 2, 4, 6 and 7
requires one optical move. Assume that g(n) is the number of electronic moves for local vector reversal on a tree. Then the
algorithm VRO_n3 takes a total of 3 g(n) electronic moves+4 optical moves.
3.3. Perfect shuffle
If bm−1bm−2 . . . b1b0 is the bit representation of the index of the source processor, perfect shuffle operation moves the
data from this source to the destination processor, whose index is bm−2 . . . b1b0bm−1.
Let us number the n3 (=2k) leaf processors as 0, 1, . . . , n3−1. Then the index of a leaf processor can be expressed in k-bit
binary number of the form TGP where the left one third bits of k (i.e. T ) and the middle one third bits of k (i.e. G) indicate
the row and the column number respectively and the right one third bits (i.e. P) give the processor number local to a group.
As an example if n = 4, then the index 27 of the leaf processor of tree T12 can be represented in 6-bit binary form 011011
where T = 01, G = 10 and P = 11. We also use bT (0), bG(0) and bP(0) to denote least significant bits of T , G and P respectively
and bT (k/3−1), bG(k/3−1) and bP(k/3−1) to denote their most significant bits. Then we can write T = T ′bT (0) or T = bT (k/3−1)T ′.
Similarly G = GbG(0) or G = bG(k/3−1)G′ and P = P ′bP(0) or P = bP(k/3−1)P ′. It is important to note that there are eight
possible combinations depending on the values of bT (k/3−1), bG(k/3−1) and bP(k/3−1), namely 0T ′0G′0P ′, 0T ′0G′1P ′, 0T ′1G′0P ′,
0T ′1G′1P ′, 1T ′0G′0P ′, 1T ′0G′1P ′, 1T ′1G′0P ′ and 1T ′1G′1P ′. After the perfect shuffle these will be ended with T ′0G′0P ′0,
T ′0G′1P ′0, T ′1G′0P ′0, T ′1G′1P ′0, T ′0G′0P ′1, T ′0G′1P ′1, T ′1G′0P ′1 and T ′1G′1P ′1. We now describe our algorithm phase wise
as follows.
Algorithm P_Shuffle:
Phase 1:/* This is a seven-step process whose accomplishments are illustrated by the example in Fig. 7. */
Step 1. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
Step 2. Perform local perfect shuffle on each group.
Step 3. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
Step 4. Perform local perfect shuffle on each group.
Step 5. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
Step 6. Perform local perfect shuffle on each group.
Step 7. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
In order to perform the rest of the phases, we now organize the results of step 7 in phase 1 into the following groups
named as α, β , γ and δ.
T ′0G′0P ′0
T ′1G′1P ′1
}
α
T ′0G′0P ′1
T ′1G′1P ′0
}
β
T ′0G′1P ′0
T ′1G′0P ′1
}
γ
T ′0G′1P ′1
T ′1G′0P ′0
}
δ.
This grouping is made in such a manner that two elements in any group differ in the least significant bit position of T , G and
P .
Phase 2: /* In this phase, the steps 8 through 10 involve the processors of the group β and γ only. The accomplishments of
these steps involving these groups are illustrated in Fig. 8. */
Step 8. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
Step 9. Within each tree, the processors exchange data with the corresponding processors whose indices differ in least
significant bit positions.
Step 10. Perform optical move on each processor using horizontal optical link.
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Fig. 7. Results of steps in phase 1.
Fig. 8. The results of steps of phase 2. The results after step 10 are newly grouped as β ′ and γ ′ .
Fig. 9. The results of step 11. These are the final results of the perfect shuffle of the initial elements 0T ′0G′1P ′ and 1T ′1G′0P ′ .
Phase 3: /* In this phase, the step 11 involves the processors of the group β ′ only. The accomplishment of this step is
illustrated in Fig. 9. */
Step 11. Within each tree, the processors exchange data with the corresponding processors whose indices differ in least
significant bit positions.
Phase 4: /* In this phase, the step 12 involves the processors of the group δ only. */
Step 12. Within each tree, the processors exchange data with the corresponding processors whose indices differ in least
significant bit positions. The step is illustrated as follows where the new group has been marked as δ′.
δ
{
T ′0G′1P ′1
T ′1G′0P ′0
Step 12−−−−−→ T
′0G′1P ′0
T ′1G′0P ′1
}
δ′.
Phase 5: /* In this phase, the steps 13 through 15 involve the processors of the groups γ ′ and δ′ only. The accomplishments
of these steps are illustrated in Fig. 10. */
Step 13. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
Step 14. Within each tree, the processors exchange data with the corresponding processors whose indices differ in least
significant bit positions.
Step 15. Perform optical move on each processor using vertical optical link.
Theorem 4. The Algorithm P_Shuffle correctly performs the shuffle permutation of n3 data elements.
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Fig. 10. The results of phase 5. These are the final results of the perfect shuffle of the initial elements 0T ′1G′0P ′ , 1T ′0G′1P ′ , 0T ′1G′1P ′ and 1T ′0G′0P ′ .
Fig. 11. Transpose operation.
Proof. This can be readily proved from the diagrams of the data movement operations after the steps of the algorithm.
Fig. 9 shows that the data initially in 0T ′0G′0P ′ and 1T ′1G′1P ′ (1st element and 8th element in Fig. 7) end up in T ′0G′0P ′0
and T ′1G′1P ′1 respectively, that in 0T ′0G′1P ′ and 1T ′1G′0P ′ (2nd element and 7th element in Fig. 7) end up in T ′0G′1P ′0
and T ′1G′0 P ′1. Similarly Fig. 10 shows that the data in 0T ′1G′0P ′ and T ′1P ′10G′ (3rd and 6th element in Fig. 7) end up in
T ′1G′0P ′0 and T ′ 0G′1P ′1; and that in 0T ′1G′1P ′ and 1T ′0G′0P ′ (4th and 5th in Fig. 7) end up in T ′1G′1P ′0 and T ′0G′0P ′1
respectively. 
Time complexity: In phase 1, each of the steps 1, 3, 5 and 7 requires one optical move and the steps 2, 4 and 6 require a local
perfect shuffle for each using electronic moves. The steps 8, 10 in phase 2 and 13, 15 in phase 5 require one optical move
for each. The step 9 in phase 2, 11 in phase 3, 12 in phase 4 and 14 in phase 5, each requires 2 electronic moves due to data
communication between two adjacent leaf processors of distance 2. Therefore, assuming that a single local perfect shuffle
requires f (n) electronic moves, the above perfect shuffle algorithm requires 3 f (n)+8 electronic moves+8 optical moves.
3.4. Unshuffle
Unshuffle is the reverse of the perfect shuffle permutation. Therefore it can be implemented by performing the steps of
the Algorithm P_Shuffle backward, (i.e., from step 15 to step 1) by replacing the local shuffle in steps 2, 4 and 6 with local
unshuffle spending the same time as P_Shuffle.
3.5. Transpose
Suppose n3 data elements are initially stored in the leaf processors of the OMULT such that the datum di,j,k is placed on
processor P(i, j, k), 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n − 1. Then for different applications, we consider the following transpose operations in
which dα,β,γ → P(α, γ , β) indicates the data transfer operation from the processor P(α, β, γ ) to P(α, γ , β).
di,j,k → P(i, k, j)
di,j,k → P(j, i, k)
di,j,k → P(k, j, i)
di,j,k → P(k, i, j)
di,j,k → P(j, k, i).
The above permutations can be achieved in at most three horizontal and / or vertical optical moves, as illustrated in Fig. 11
in which horizontal and vertical optical moves are indicted by ‘Horizontal’ and ‘Vertical’ with an arrow.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented parallel algorithms for some commonpermutations, namely bit reversal, vector reversal,
perfect shuffle, unshuffle and transpose that are frequently used in various applications. The algorithms have been mapped
on the OMULT network using 2n3–n2 processors. Table 1 compares the performances of the proposed algorithmswith those
simulated on OTIS Mesh [15]. In this table, g(n) and f (n) denote the time for local (i.e., within a tree) vector reversal and
local perfect shuffle on n data elements respectively.
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Table 1
Comparison of permutation algorithms
Permutation OTIS-Mesh simulation Our algorithms
Date size Electronic Optical Date size Electronic Optical
Bit reversal n2 8(
√
n− 1) 8(√n− 1) n2 8 log n 7
Bit reversal n3 – – n3 O(n) 3
Vector reversal n2 8(
√
n− 1) 8(√n− 1) n3 3g(n) 4
Perfect shuffle n2 4
√
n 4
√
n n3 3f (n)+ 8 8
Unshuffle n2 4
√
n 4
√
n n3 3f (n)+ 8 8
Transpose n2 8(
√
n− 1) 8(√n− 1) n3 0 At most 3
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